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FOREWORD FROM FANCHEA KELLY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Thank you for being interested in this exciting post with Blackwood. Our 
purpose is to help people live independently, with services and products 
which mean they can choose how they wish to live their life to the full, 
regardless of age or disability.

We believe it is an incredibly important time in Scotland in demonstrating 
how well we can do this, as our population ages and as Covid-19 brings 
new meaning to supporting people to live safely and well in their homes 
and communities.

The role of Director of Corporate Services will give you a great opportunity to use your skills, 
experience, and ambition for change to drive service improvement, and operationalise 
strategy working closely with me and the wider Executive.

We’re proud of our heritage of innovation using design and technology and if you can align 
this with quality delivery every day for our internal and external customers then we’d really like 
to hear from you.

It is challenging combining housing and care services across the geography of Scotland, but 
we’re determined to bring our expertise, resources and commitment to bear on changing lives 
and creating opportunities.

I could not be prouder of our teams across the country so you will lead a committed workforce 
who love helping customers despite often challenging circumstances.

We’re moving into a new strategic period, with lots of demand for our homes and services and 
great opportunities for securing a sustainable future for our unique independent living offer. So, 
it’s a really good time to join us and add your considerable expertise to our senior team.

We’re flexible, adaptable, concerned with what works well, and curious about creating the
future, so if this sounds interesting, we’ll welcome your application.
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ABOUT BLACKWOOD HOMES AND CARE 

Blackwood is a leading housing and care provider, specialising in services for people with 
disabilities across Scotland. Founded in 1972 by Dr Margaret Blackwood, the organisation is 
entirely focused on creating personalised and individual solutions to help people live fully and 
independently.

With over 600 employees, 1500 properties, 3 care homes and over 10,000 hours per week in 
care at home services across Scotland, Blackwood operates in 28 out of 32 local authorities. 
We provide homes, care and support for adults with physical disabilities, long term conditions, 
sensory impairment and learning disabilities. We also provide care services to older people 
who require additional support to enable them to live in their own homes.

Blackwood’s teams are friendly, committed, motivated and trained to the highest level, which 
ensures the best possible outcomes are achieved for our customers.

Blackwood’s local bases in Stirling, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Ayr, and Edinburgh facilitate 
a unique and streamlined housing and care service. Being closer to our customers ensures we 
are in the best position to support people at a personal level and enable them to live their life 
to the full.

We have accessible and modern bespoke housing aimed at providing great value for people 
with a range of disability and housing needs, and our ongoing investment programmes aim to 
ensure that existing homes are upgraded to meet statutory obligations and customers’ priorities.

Our Care Inspectorate grades have been consistently strong, and we are determined to 
maintain this high standard of care.
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OUR STRATEGIC PLAN & DELIVERY FRAMEWORK
Who we are:

Our Purpose Our Mission Our Values
To help people live 
independently.

To make sure people can live 
their life to the full by delivering 
excellent services and to search 
out with people what will 
support their health and well-
being.

• Take responsibility

• Be open and honest

• Keep our promises

• Have respect and 
understanding

Who we are:
• Our Purpose
• Our Mission
• Our Values
• Our Principles

What we want to do:
• Our Strategy & Business Plan
• Our Strategic Objectives

What could get in the 
way:

• Our strategic risks
• Our operational risks

How we will do it:
• Our Delivery Plan 
• Our Supporting Plans

How we will know how 
we are doing:

• Our Strategic KPIs
• Our operational KPIs
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Chief Executive

THE BLACKWOOD BOARD

Blackwood’s Board is currently 
made up of 11 members. 

The Board is responsible for 
agreeing the strategic direction. 
The Board and its sub-committees 
also monitor the performance 
and ensure that the business is 
financially sustainable.

BOARD

Services
Committee

Audit, 
Performance 
and Finance 
Committee

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

Director
Customer
Service

Finance
Director

Development &
Commercial

Director

Head of
HR & OD

Head of
Business  
Services

Head of
Innovation

Heads of
Customer
Service

          Operational Management Team

Corporate
Services
Director

People 
Committee
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INVESTING IN INNOVATION 

Blackwood’s Digitally Enhanced Support System

CleverCogs is our bespoke and award-winning digital platform for customers. It plays a pivotal 
role in keeping people independent, in control and in their home, supporting digital inclusion 
and reducing isolation. We developed it with customers, families and our teams, with support 
from government and our software partner. 

We provide tablet devices to each of our customers with training and support provided by our 
digital coaching team. We have delivered these devices to customers’ in their homes and in 
our care homes across Scotland, along with a programme delivering broadband and Wi-Fi.

CleverCogs enables people to stay in touch with friends and family, including a video chat 
function. Our customers can catch up on web resources that are customised to suit their 
needs and interests, as well as receiving reminders of any appointments, visits or prompting 
medication they need to take. It enables us as a registered care service provider and social 
landlord to build bespoke services and customer solutions around the individual considering 
both their formal and informal needs.
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INVESTING IN INNOVATION 

The Blackwood House – Highly Accessible, Affordable, Connected, and Beautiful

The Blackwood House delivers effective use of space, light, and technology, to assist and 
encourage independent living in a contemporary and homely environment. The bonus is that 
the house is flexible and adaptable for the future as needs change over time.

CleverCogs can control the environment including electric doors that slide open and shut at 
the touch of a button, electric blinds that can be controlled from an app, and rise and fall 
kitchen surfaces and cupboards. Fully adapted bathrooms with adjustable rise and fall sinks 
also fit any height or equipment with units sliding and locking wherever is comfortable.

Our customers told us they want to have as much control as possible so the technology integrated 
in the homes can enable people to live in their own home and in their own neighbourhood as 
opposed to residential care. The Blackwood House is a home that enables people to pursue 
the pleasures of life today, while their home can adapt to their future needs.

The Blackwood House opened in Helenvale, Glasgow in 2020 with more in Dundee, Edinburgh 
in the pipeline. 
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INVESTING IN INNOVATION 

24/7 Responder Support Service 

• Launched in 2016 as a video calling night support service in partnership with City of Edinburgh 
Council

• Expansion into a 24/7 service model from October 2020 in Glasgow and Edinburgh

• Offers a range of options for people with varied care and support needs during the day 
and at night using CleverCogs

• Provides remote professional support in both planned and emergency situations for 
customers living in their own homes

• Support team responds to customer calls via video, activated by customers using their 
technology-enabled care equipment

• Provides a home visit where needed to people living in the surrounding area 

“We have customers who may 
have had previous problems with  
their health and wellbeing, but the  

team have noticed a massive change  
in the lives of some of our customers  

who are now in regular  
contact with us”. 

(Night Responder Support Worker)

“There will always be someone 
there at the 24/7 Responder Service, 

no matter what time of day or night it is, 
no matter what time of the year it  

is…we are here 365 days of the year”. 
(24/7 Responder Team Leader)
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THE ROLE AND CURRENT CONTEXT

Blackwood Homes and Care seeks to appoint an ambitious corporate services leader, to work closely with 
the CEO and Executive to operationalise corporate strategy and drive internal functional improvements.

This newly created position reports directly to the Chief Executive to form the Executive Leadership Team 
along with the Development and Commercial Director, the Finance Director, the Head of HR & OD, the 
Head of Innovation and the Director of Customer Service.

The postholder will manage the corporate functions for Blackwood, including IT, Business Improvement, 
Strategy, Governance and Company Secretariat, Communications, Facilities and Executive Support. 
The Director will manage the operational implementation of strategy by working with the Executive to 
embed and enable the adoption of corporate strategy in line with the 5 year strategic plan, helping 
develop services and drive change. They will assist in implementing strategic change influenced by 
external bodies such as Scottish Government or our Regulators. This is a key component of the position.

Blackwood has a strong focus on innovation with customers, and they will have the responsibility to 
implement our digital plan with ‘CleverCogs’ acting as the key customer interface with all back office 
systems supporting customer service and the security of the business.

We recently kick-started our ‘Neighbourhoods for Independent Living’, a £13 million UK government 
funded programme to create neighbourhoods that support people as they age so they can live five 
more healthy, active years. Working with partners and co-designing with the local community, these 
neighbourhoods will combine technology, design, products and services in a physical and digital 
environment to learn what works best. The programme focuses on 5 healthy ageing challenges:

• Designing age friendly homes that are accessible, affordable, beautiful and connected.

• Sustaining and measuring impact of physical activities by providing local people with a range of 
activities and equipment.

• Managing common complaints of ageing with products and services to age  well, feeling safe and 
secure in the neighbourhoods.

• Supporting social connections to help people become confident online and make

• the most of new and exciting technology to connect in a safe and secure way.

• Creating healthy and active places, making the neighbourhoods welcoming, accessible  and 
beautiful places to live.

The Director will build a fit for purpose corporate services structure to support programmes of this nature 
with great opportunities for ensuring Blackwood is a leader in independent living in Scotland.

This is a fantastic opportunity to lead and develop an energetic and committed team which is true to 
our values. The Director is involved at a strategic and impactful level so that we work with people and 
communities, our Board and external stakeholders and partners to improve lives.
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JOB PROFILE

POST:     Corporate Services Director 

RESPONSIBLE TO:  CEO

DIRECT REPORTS:  Head of Business Services 
    Lead for Digital Services

INDIRECT REPORTS:  Marketing Team
    Governance Officer
    Executive Business Officer
                                               Business & Facilities Officer 

PURPOSE:   Working closely with the CEO, Board and Executive Management  
    Team the Director leads the design, delivery and performance  
    monitoring of Blackwood’s Strategy and Delivery Plan. 

    The Director will ensure robust governance and accountabilities to  
    embed the strategy in our delivery and performance systems.

    They will lead on our data and information management systems  
    with a customer focus and building the best intelligence to   
    support our thought leadership in independent living.

SUMMARY OF ROLE OUTCOMES:

1. The strategy, delivery plan and supporting plans are designed and implemented to 
deliver excellent customer satisfaction and sustainable growth. All plans are designed and 
monitored within clear positioning in the external policy and market context.

2. Blackwood has good governance processes, including assurance, compliance and risk 
frameworks, to fulfil legal and regulatory requirements, in the best interests of customers.

3. Blackwood has strong relationships with external stakeholders in health, care and housing 
so that we influence the shape of independent living services in Scotland and grow our 
business in a sustainable way.

4. Our performance, service improvement, assurance, quality control and risk management 
systems support the delivery of our strategy and ensure excellent customer satisfaction.

5. Our digital shift with customers and employees continues through the development and 
implementation of our corporate business processes and systems and back office  support.
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ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Responsibility 1 – Strategy and Business Planning 

• Leading on our strategic planning to support the CEO and Executive Team so that we focus 
on success, with regular progress monitoring

• Developing our Delivery Plan and supporting plans so that our annual business cycle aligns 
with our personal development plans. Set corporate objectives which can be translated to 
team and individual objectives

• Developing and reporting on our Strategic Performance Indicators for Board and 
Committees, aligned with our operational performance reporting

• Ensuring our Risk Assurance Framework aligns with our key strategic objectives, is compliant 
with regulatory obligations, and captures Blackwood’s ambition for new opportunities.

• Maintaining and developing our project management capability so that the Strategy is 
driven forward and is integrated with development of our operational  services

• Tracking and mapping relevant external policy for independent living to position our strategy 
and internal policies appropriately.

2. Responsibility 2 – Good Governance systems and supports

• Maintaining our Good Governance Guide to support Board lead on full compliance with 
regulatory requirements and the relevant codes of conduct

• Servicing all Board and Committee meetings so that our Route Map is clear and rolls forward 
regularly, taking account of external circumstances, challenges and opportunities

• Leading on our AGM preparations and delivery, and on any other formal governance and 
reporting requirements, including any SGMs

• Supporting the Chair to maintain excellent relationships between Board members, with 
clear communication and information systems, and appropriate meeting arrangements 
whether in person or virtual

• Providing corporate support for the Executive Management team including agile project 
management processes.

• Ensuring all Business Continuity Plans are up to date, understood, and accessible.
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3. Responsibility 3 – Corporate systems, processes and business support

• Leading on designing and implementing our business systems and processes so that they 
support our strategy of Sustainable Growth and excellent Customer Satisfaction

• Working collaboratively with the Executive team to direct and design our policies, systems 
and resources to achieve successful outcomes in our strategy

• Providing corporate support for operational managers to ensure that their teams are aligned 
with the Delivery Plan outputs and are committed to Blackwood’s purpose

• Ensuring our customers and employees can gain maximum benefit from our digital systems 
through driving the planning and project delivery connected with Clever Cogs

• Leading our information management, data capture, and intelligence so that we can co-
design services and products with customers as a thought leader in independent living

• Leading on ensuring our IT systems are planned, upgraded, and secure, and fully integrated 
with our business processes to enable an efficient and effective, easily accessible information 
management environment for staff and customers

• Ensuring our corporate communications and marketing plans are inspirational, clear, and 
focused  on excellent service delivery and growing our business in a sustainable way 

• Ensuring our office and business facilities for staff and customers are designed to be safe, 
sustainable and welcoming, and promote our culture of collaborative working

GENERAL

• Travel within Scotland will be required when it is safe and practical to do so.

• A hybrid and flexible working environment, with both virtual and in-person office and 
meeting facilities, is Blackwood’s model of operation.
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PERSON SPECIFICATION Value of 
Criteria

Corporate Services Director

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
Good knowledge of health, housing, and care X

Business and service improvement experience and background in improvement 
methodologies X
Experience of engaging with customers to achieve co-design of services and service 
improvement X
Performance framework design and delivery experience to align with strategy X
Experience of developing communications for employees and external customers or 
stakeholders X
Business solutions experience in IT and information system management or digital 
service design and delivery X
Experience of designing planning and business processes within a legal and 
regulatory framework X
Experience of working within a GDPR, Data protection and FOI service environment, 
and managing compliant information systems and processes X
Experience of Board and governance processes X
Experience of digital change management including customer inclusion and 
support X

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & ABILITIES

Good knowledge of health, housing, and care
X

Knowledge of the external policy environment in Scotland, including Human Rights, 
Sustainability, and Independent Living related policies X
Ability to drive direction of change in business planning X
Proven ability to collaborative with colleagues across a spectrum of disciplines to 
develop new direction X
Understanding of Sustainability reporting and Human Rights and Equalities as drivers 
for strategic and policy progress in Scotland in the new few years X
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VALUES & ATTITUDES

Commitment to Blackwood’s values and to embedding these within all that we do X

Inspiring leadership behaviours and attitudes X

A growth mindset with the ability to recognise opportunities open to Blackwood X

Commitment to equalities and human rights for all Blackwood’s customers and for 
our employees

X

Commitment to innovation in Independent Living and re-imagining services and 
products, using design and technology

X
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CANDIDATE GUIDANCE

Blackwood Homes and Care is delighted to be working in partnership with FWB Park Brown on 
the recruitment and placement of our Corporate Services Director role.

To formally apply, please send a cover letter and CV to Jamie Brown on:
fwb@fwbparkbrown.com

Or alternatively, you can reach Jamie and the FWB Park Brown team by calling the Edinburgh
office on 0131 539 7087.

This pack can be provided in alternative formats such as in larger print, in Braille or as an Audio 
CD. It can also be provided in languages other than English. Please contact FWB Park Brown 
for further information.

Key Dates:

• The closing date is 17th October, 2021

• Shortlisting will occur the w/c 18th October, 2021

• Interviews will take place the w/c 25th October, 2021



FWB Park Brown 

T: +44 (0)131 539 7087

www.fwbparkbrown.com


